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Introduction:
Many people working in HR will recognize spending a lot of time, effort
and money in finding the right candidate for a job. After countless
interviews, you’ve found the right person, and their first day has finally
arrived. Everything seems to be going fine, but after a few months, things
change and maybe they’ll leave you hanging with another open vacancy!
It's a waste of efforts on both sides. Choosing the right candidate is hard
enough, but integrating and retaining new employees proves even more
difficult

Ensure that People are integrated Properly.?

Successful onboarding is essential in a world where talent has their choice
of jobs and is regularly switching employers. It is also the first stage in
beginning the employee journey at a new company. As an organization,
you want to kick-start a successful employee experience right away, and
the best way to do that is with a solid onboarding program.



Companies lose 25% of all new employees
within 1 year.

As much as 20% turnover happens within the
first 20 Days of Onboarding.

In the US and UK alone, $37 billion is spent
annually to keep unproductive employees.

$3000-$18000 is the cost of replacing an
average employee.

Some facts rgarding
Onboarding



How does a good streamlined
onboarding process looks like?

 5% of new employees quit immediately after a
disastrous first day
 20% of new employees will leave within  the first 45
days of employment
 Almost one in every three new employees will leave
the company (voluntarily or involuntarily) before the
end of their first year

A solid onboarding process has a positive effect on the
self driving for the satisfaction, engagement and
performance of new employees. Without proper
onboarding, negative effects can arise:

A good onboarding process leads to faster integration of
new employees while decreasing costs. Replacing an
employee costs on average an organization between
50% to 150% of the departing employee’s annual salary!



Preoffer & Offer Stage

This stage begins right after
shortlisting the candidate from
recruitment stage till offer
letter acceptance.

Preboarding Stage:

This is the stage between offer
letter acceptance till the date of
joining. Commonly known as
notice period phase. And here
all the engagement and
digitisation of process take
place

Onboarding Stage:
This stage start when new hire
finally joins on day1 till his 30-
60-90 days or more.

THREE MOST SUCCESSFUL STAGES OF
EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING PROGRAM



Preoffer & Offer Stage1.

Once you have identified the right candidate, the manual
generation of the offer letter continues to be a huge
challenge,especially for organizations that are hiring in
large numbers. Getting all compliances in place and
getting hold of documents required to release the offer
letter is pivotal. More than 90% organizations still
generate offer letters manually and this takes up a lot of
the HR’s bandwidth. Transformation of every step in
the hiring process, from pre--offer to offer letter
acceptance and beyond is the most important part of
digitisation in this stage which transforms the day task
into few minutes!



Access Candidate can
upload all required pre--
offer the documents
through Mobile or System
from anywhere e.g. Salary
Slips, Adhar card etc

Seamless Integration -By
integrating HRIS and ATS,
simply transfer information
from one system to another.
This increases transparency
and fluidity.

Features of Preoffer &
Offer Stage

Time and cost saving since
whole process is digitized
and a day work is reduced
to few minutes with user
friendly dashboard which
increase employer branding



PRE-ONBOARDING
STAGE

 Digitalisation of paperwork
 Employee Engagement

This stages starts once the candidate has accepted the
offer letter till his dat of joining. It is often called notice
period phase. This is very critical phase in new hire
onboarding journey since lots of No-Shows happen at
this point. 
At this critical juncture, 92 % organizations are still using
mediums of phone calls and emails to engage with the
candidate and which is bit time consuming and
traditional method. 

Insteadly this phase is divided into 2 parts in Digital
Onboarding:

1.
2.

In Digital or Virtual onboarding preonboarding activities
like paprwork, forms, compliance forms etc are digitised
into 1 form and comprises lots of engagement models that
make sure new hire turns on day1.



Automations of forms,
joining formalities,
Paperless Onboarding,
Background verification etc.

Engaging candidate in this
phase to maintain a
connect with them with
various activities like: Buddy
program, MicroLearning,
Gamification, Virtual tasks
etc

Features of Pre-
onboarding stage

Enhancing Cultural
Assimilation of every new
hire into organization and
also focusing on Employer
Branding as a core.

 



Employee onboarding is the process of
formally integrating new employees into your
organization, making them feels welcome.
Onboarding stage when new hires finally joins the
organization on day1. This phase can continue uotil
30-60-90 or even 120 days depending upon
organization. 

Onboarding is significantly more than just mere
introduction to people, organization and facilities over
a couple of days. It is imperative to teach new hires
about organization values, mission, beliefs and enable
them to be successful in their long-term goals that
helps them to become a long-lasting employee.

Onboarding shouldhelp new hires to be integrate
within the organization and facilitate acquisition of a
right set of knowledge & skills to carry out their new
responsibilities successfully.
 

ONBOARDING
STAGE



Digital Onboarding consist
of features like E-Induction,
30-60-90 days onboarding
plan, Virtual office tour,
Scheduler integrated with
gmail calendar and much
more.

MicroLearning and
trainings to do Knowledge
Tratonsfer and make
employe productive from
day1

Features of
Onboarding Stage

Feedbacks and surveys to
check employee knowledge
and to improve through
feedbacks. 



HR Onboarding & People Analytics is one of our key focus
areas and we have in-house expertise across HR Domain,
various technology stacks and major mobile platforms like
Android, iPhone etc. This expertise is evident from the fact
that we have successfully delivered complex Onboarding and
People Analytics and other applications for multiple
customers across the Globe.

For more please visit: www.myjoining.in

CONCLUSION


